Kaylas Cowboy Fantasy (Delta of Venus Inc. Book 1)

Professionally, Kayla Foreman has achieved everything she set out to accomplish by the age
of 34. Being known as The Dragon Lady of the 32nd Floor by her subordinates at work is just
fine with her. Well, most of the time. It does get a bit lonely sometimes, but shed rather be
feared than disrespected. And the title certainly ensures that the boring corporate stud-muffins
keep their distance. Shes left her humble, small-town beginnings far behind her, but cant
quite shake her taste for the rugged men from her past. One particular voyeuristic adolescent
encounter with a farmhand has haunted her erotic fantasies for years. If she can just move past
her cowboy fixation, shes certain she can find someone more suitable to share her life. The
answer to her problem arrives in the form of a simple business card with the words, Your
Fantasy and a phone number printed on the front. Thats it. Against her better judgment and
after several lemon drop martinis, she contacts Delta of Venus Inc., and sets up an interview at
the female fantasy fulfillment agency. What she finds there isnâ€™t the tawdry bordello-type
situation she was expecting. Instead their service offers authentic, discreet and detailed scene
enactments. She can have practically anything she wants. For a price, of course. And what she
wants is an afternoon with the cowboy of her dreams. Maybe a riding lesson from a trained
professional might just do the trick... What Kayla doesnt count on is that her fantasy cowboy
has his own plan in place, and it involves much more than just a few hours in the saddle. This
sensual erotic romance novella contains: graphic language, masturbation, a long and detailed
sex scene, some very light spanking action, and one hot, cowboy. Now Includes Bonus
Chapter - The Original Chapter Three. Novella of approximately 28,000 words (not including
Hollys Dream Lover Fantasy Preview - Chapter One)
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Read Kayla's Cowboy Fantasy (Book 1 ~ Delta of Venus Inc.) by Verena Vincent with
Rakuten Kobo. Professionally, Kayla Foreman has achieved everything. The NOOK Book
(eBook) of the Kayla's Cowboy Fantasy (Book 1 ~ Delta of Venus Inc.) by Verena Vincent at
Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping. Professionally, Kayla Foreman has achieved everything she
set out to accomplish by the age of Being known as The Dragon Lady of the 32nd Floor by
her.
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Im really want this Kaylas Cowboy Fantasy (Delta of Venus Inc. Book 1) book My best
family Brayden Yenter give they collection of file of book for me. any pdf downloads at
dentalhealthmed.com are can for anyone who like. If you grab the book right now, you will be
get a book, because, we dont know when this pdf can be ready on dentalhealthmed.com. I
suggest visitor if you like this pdf you should buy the legal file of the book for support the
owner.
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